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The Wizard of Photography



In 1877, George Eastman purchased a camera to photograph some land
he was interested in buying. But he immediately found that the 
technology of the time—wet-plate photography—was a cumbersome
process with bulky paraphernalia. “I could do nothing with my first outfit
until after I had paid a professional photographer five dollars to give 
me lessons,” Eastman groused.

When he learned that British photographers were experimenting
with a dry-plate process, Eastman became determined to make his own
dry plates—even though he was a high-school dropout who had never
studied chemistry. He worked into the night in his mother’s kitchen, 
stirring chemicals, pouring them onto plates, baking them in the oven,
then testing them by taking pictures of the house across the street. 
When a local photographer saw the pictures, he recommended the plates
to a leading photo supply store in New York City. It was Eastman’s 
first big break. In January 1881, at age twenty-six, he opened a dry plate
factory in Rochester, New York.

Before long, competitors began to spring up, but Eastman responded
with a revolutionary idea. He set out to create a camera so simple that 
anyone could use it. The Kodak camera made its debut in 1888. It came
loaded with enough paper film to take 100 pictures. Within a year,
Eastman had sold 13,000 Kodaks. His factory was developing more than
6,000 pictures daily.

Despite the Kodak’s popularity, there were troubles. Few could afford
the camera and Eastman was a demanding, often paranoid employer.
Plagued by troubles with the film’s coating, Eastman hired, and fired, a
succession of emulsion makers. For two years, bad emulsions forced him
to keep the film off the market, and the company went into debt. Then, 
in 1893, an economic depression swept the world. Employees saw their
boss turn into a “nervous, ragged wreck.”

Finally a quality emulsion was introduced and a new Kodak film
came out that was so good even professional photographers began to use
it. It even helped start a new industry—the movies. Within years, motion
picture film became Eastman’s biggest seller. The company was back 
on its feet, and the world economy was recovering from the depression.

In 1900, Kodak released Eastman’s Brownie—a camera almost
everyone could afford. “That was the camera that really revolutionized or
democratized photography,” notes cultural critic Nancy West of the
University of Missouri. One hundred thousand Brownies were made in
1900—more cameras than Eastman had sold in the twelve years since 
he introduced the Kodak.

“He was definitely a businessman first and foremost,” says photo
historian Colin Harding. “But he did introduce this element whereby 
we can all record our lives, capture our memories, and lay down something
for future generations—that must be Eastman’s legacy.”
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